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IntroductionIntroduction

The mandate of Communication Canada is to improve communications between the 
Government of Canada and Canadians. In doing so, it provides corporate communications 
products and services, and supports the Government�s commitment to a strong and united 
Canada.

Within this framework, Communication Canada carries out relevant research activities, and
shares research results throughout the Government of Canada to increase understanding of 
societal trends, issues and events affecting government communications.

This report comprises the results of our spring 2002 communications survey. The Ipsos-Reid 
Group and GPC Research conducted the survey between April 25 and May 13, 2002. They 
interviewed 5422 adults across Canada. We continued our practice of regular oversampling in 
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and the Atlantic region, this time focusing on Prince Edward Island
and Newfoundland and Labrador. We also, in partnership with Indian and Northern Affairs
Canada, oversampled in the Yukon Territory, the Northwest Territories and Nunavut.

The present report is available on Communication Canada�s Web site 
(www.communication.gc.ca).
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Executive SummaryExecutive Summary

In April-May 2002, when we asked Canadians about the issues facing the country, the 
survey found that health care remains the top concern of Canadians, even though mentions of 
health care have declined moderately since January. Because of the improved economic
situation, the number of Canadians who mention the economy and unemployment has also 
declined. Public concerns have become more diverse, with public attention focusing on a wide 
number of other areas, such as education, poverty, trade and other issues. When we asked 
Canadians to rate the major longer term priorities facing the country, health care, education 
and managing the economy continue to occupy the highest rung. These are followed by
managing Canada�s natural resources, the environment, children�s issues and unemployment.

As health care is the most often mentioned concern of Canadians, the spring 2002 
Listening to Canadians survey provides a major focus on this issue. The majority of Canadians 
believe that the health care system is in �bad shape� and that significant changes, rather than 
just increased expenditures, are needed to improve the system. However, the survey also found 
that, while perceptions of the system are poor, most Canadians nevertheless report positive 
experiences in their most recent contact with the system. And while Canadians tend to hold the 
Government of Canada and provincial government equally responsible for the state of the 
system, they give a relatively higher level of credibility to their provincial governments than to 
the Government of Canada. Finally, nearly half the population is aware of the Commission on 
the Future of Health Care in Canada (Romanow Commission) and a majority of Canadians 
expect that the work of this commission will lead to improvements. 

Public opinion of the overall performance of the Government of Canada has declined 
slightly since January. Moreover, evaluations have also become less positive for some of the 
quality of life issues such as health care, education, the environment and children�s issues.
Negative perceptions of the Government in areas related to its reputation also appear to be
putting downward pressure on its overall evaluation. These include perceptions of the 
Government�s management of costs, accountability, listening to Canadians and overall 
transparency of government activities. On the other hand, evaluations of the Government 
remain moderately positive on the economic issues and some of the international and
security issues. 

Canadians� assessments of the Government�s performance also vary by province and 
region. The Government�s overall evaluation and its ratings on many issues, including the 
economy and health care, tend to be lower in the three western-most provinces, British 
Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan, than in the rest of the country. The Government�s rating 
on the economy, however, remains moderately high in Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec and the 
Atlantic region. The Government�s ratings on the perceptual factors are also lower in British 
Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan, especially for perceptions of cost-effective 
management, accountability, listening to Canadians and transparency of government activities. 

On the other hand, perceptions of service and information provided by the Government of 
Canada are still positive. Even more important, Canadians� rating of government service based 
on personal experience is very positive all across the country and has improved over the past 
three years.
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TopTop--ofof--MindMind IssuesIssues
�Thinking of the issues facing Canada today, which one would you say the Government of Canada 
should focus on most?�

Winter 2002
Health care 35%
Economy 13%
Jobs/unemployment 8%
National security 6%
Education 6%
Poverty 5%
Debt 3%
Environment 2%
Taxes 2%
Canadian dollar 2%
Immigration/refugees 2%

Spring 2002
Health care 27% (▼8)
Economy 10% (▼3)
Education 7% (▲1)
National security 6% (↔)
Jobs/unemployment 6% (▼2)
Poverty 5% (↔) 
Trade 4% (▲3)
Debt 3% (↔)
Immigration/refugees 3% (▲1)
Environment 3% (▲1)
International affairs/

world peace 3% (▲2)
Taxes 2% (↔)
National unity 2% (▲1)

Health care 30%
Economy 11%
National
security 5%

Debt 5%
Education 5%
Taxes 5%

Health care 20%
Economy 11%
Agriculture/
farming 9%

Unemployment 6%
Education 5%
Taxes 4%

Health care 21%
Economy 10%
National
security 10%

Education 8%
Debt 5%
Taxes 4%

Health care 24%
Economy 12%
Trade 11%
Unemployment 8%
Education 5%
Debt 5%

MBSKABBC

Western Canada

Central Canada

Eastern Canada

Note: Reduced national sample size, n=4520: question not posed to residents of the territories.
Note: ▲ means above average in comparison to the national average.
Note: ▼ means below average in comparison to the national average.

Health care 25%
Poverty 10%
Economy 10%
Unemployment 8%
National security 6%

Health care 28%
Education 11%
Economy 9%
National security 8%
Immigration 5%
Unemployment 4%

QCON

Health care 41%
Unemployment 9%
Economy 8%
Education 7%
National security 6%

Health care 40%
Unemployment 11%
Education 10%
Economy 6%
National security 5%

Health care 38%
National security 11%
Unemployment 9%
Economy 7%
Education 6%

Atl.NFPE
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TopTop--ofof--Mind Issues: TrendsMind Issues: Trends
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Health care Economy

� Canadians were asked to identify the most important issue on which the Government of Canada 
should focus.

� Health care remains the most frequently mentioned top-of-mind issue by Canadians, although
mentions have dropped since January, from 35% to 27%. 

� Ten per cent (10%) of Canadians mention the economy, down slightly from 13% in January.

� A wide range of other issues are mentioned (56%, up from 44% in January). These issues 
include the ones listed below (see as well the preceding page). 

� Education is rated as a priority by 7%, approximately the same as in January (6%). Mentions of 
education are slightly higher in Ontario (11%) and Newfoundland and Labrador (10%).

� National defence and security issues are mentioned by 6%. Mentions are slightly higher in 
Prince Edward Island (11%) and Alberta (10%).

� Unemployment is mentioned by 6%, down marginally from 8% in January. Mentions tend to be 
slightly higher in the Atlantic region (9%).

� Poverty is mentioned by 5%, the same as in January. Mentions are highest in Quebec (10%).

� Trade issues, including the softwood lumber dispute, are mentioned by 4% (and 11% in British 
Columbia).
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Tracking Economic OptimismTracking Economic Optimism
�Over the next year or so, do you think Canada�s economy will be doing better, worse or about the 
same?  Please respond using a 7-point scale where 1 is much worse, 7 is much better and the mid-point 
4 is about the same.�

1418% saying worse (1, 2, 3)

4143% saying the same (4)

4439% saying better (5, 6, 7)

Spring 2002Winter 2002Canada

42
40

Atl.

42
38

NF

45
35

Terr.

4943494635433644Spring 2002
3835444027383739Winter 2002
PEQCONMBSKABBCCANBy Province/Region

3543Winter 2002
3850Spring 2002

Male FemaleBy Gender

423738Winter 2002
474441Spring 2002

35-5418-34 55+By Age

3440Winter 2002
45

Urban 

40Spring 2002

RuralBy Area

% saying better (5, 6, 7)

Note: Numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

4153Spring 2002
3645Winter 2002

< $60K$60K+By Income

37
38

High 
school

32
34

< High school

5543Spring 2002
4140Winter 2002

UniversityPost-secondaryBy Education

Note: Numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
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Tracking Economic OptimismTracking Economic Optimism
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� Optimism about the future of the economy is up again, from 39% in January to 44% in May, as 
the economy continues to improve. Since October of last year, optimism has increased much 
more dramatically among higher income earners (up 26 points) and persons with university 
education (up 29 points). 

� Canadians are most likely to base their views on the state of the economy on conventional 
economic indicators such as the unemployment rate (see Communication Canada, Listening to
Canadians, Winter 2002, pp. 18�19). As the national unemployment rate trended downward 
slightly from 7.9% in January 2002 to 7.6% in April, media coverage of declining 
unemployment may have contributed to increased optimism. 

� Optimism is also higher among the following (see preceding page):

- in Ontario (49%) and Prince Edward Island (49%);

- among men (50%);

- among people aged 55 and over (47%);

- among urban dwellers (45%). 
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EvaluationEvaluation of of Government Government Performance: Performance: 
By Province/By Province/RegionRegion

�Generally speaking, how would you rate the performance of the Government of Canada? Please use a         
7-point scale where 1 is terrible, 7 is excellent, and the mid-point 4 is neither good nor bad?�

% saying good performance (5, 6, 7)

2730CANADA

3032Terr.
3333Atl.
2329QC
3134ON
3228MB

2128SK

1923AB
2322BC

Spring 2002Winter 2002By Province/Region

Spring 2002

Demographic Variations:
� Among men and women, the good rating is the same (27%). 

� By age group, younger adults (18 to 34) are the most likely to give good ratings (31%).

� 33% of Canadians with university degrees give the Government a positive rating, while those with less 
than high school education tend to give the least positive ratings (22%).  

� Canadians with incomes of $60,000 and over are also more likely to give a positive rating (29%), while 
those with incomes $30,000 and less are less likely to give a positive rating (24%). 

Note: Numbers may not add up to 100% due to �Don�t know� responses. 

383230Terr.
323333Atl.
323632NF
253143PE
304623QC
393031ON
402832MB
532521SK
582319AB
532223BC
413227CANADA

% saying poor (1, 2, 3)% saying neither (4)% saying good (5, 6, 7)By Province/Region
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Evaluation Evaluation ofof GovernmentGovernment
Performance: Performance: 
By Province/By Province/RegionRegion

27 23 19 21
32 31

23

43
32 33 30

32

22
23

25

28 30 46

31

36 33
32

41
53 58 53

40 39
30 25

32 32 38

Can. BC AB SK MB ON QC PE NF Atl. Terr.

% Good % Neither % Poor

� Evaluation of the Government�s overall performance has declined since the January 2002 
survey. Twenty-seven per cent (27%) give the Government a good evaluation, versus 30% in
January 2002.

� The overall evaluation varies considerably by region. 

� Negative ratings are highest in the West, especially in Alberta at 58%, but also at 53% in both 
British Columbia and Saskatchewan.

� In Manitoba, overall evaluations tend to be more positive (32% good and 40% poor).

� In Ontario, evaluations are also more positive (31% good and 39% poor).

� In Quebec, while only 23% give the Government a good rating, neutral ratings are remarkably 
high (46%).

� Atlantic Canadians are almost evenly divided between good, positive and neutral evaluations. In 
Newfoundland and Labrador, one third of the respondents (32%) give the Government a good 
evaluation. 
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Eighteen Priority Issues: PromptedEighteen Priority Issues: Prompted

�Canada is facing a set of difficult challenges. Thinking not just of today but over the next five years, 
what priority should the Government of Canada place on each of the following areas? Please rate your 
response on a 7-point scale where 1 means the lowest priority, 7 means the highest priority and the mid-
point 4 means middle priority. How about ��

13

15

17

18

22

18

16

25

29

23

28

29

39

36

37

42

50

59

% saying
7

Very high 
priority

48352823Aboriginal issues

52372522Refugee policy

54372619Immigration

60422514Representing Canada 
internationally

62402216National defence

62442413Managing the fisheries

64482410Promoting innovation

65402311Taxation

71421711Protecting national 
security

7552186Agriculture/farming

7749158Improving Canadians� 
job skills

7748158Unemployment

8243125Children�s issues

8347134Environment

8447115Managing Canada�s 
natural resources

874585Managing the economy

904073Education

933443Health care

% saying
5, 6, 7

% saying
5, 6

% saying
4

% saying
1, 2, 3

High 
priority

Moderately 
high 

priority

Middle 
priority

Low 
priority

CANADA

Note: Numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
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Eighteen Priority Issues:Eighteen Priority Issues:
Prompted Prompted 

35%
37%
37%

42%
40%

44%
48%

40%
42%

52%
49%
48%

43%
47%
47%

45%
40%

34%

13%
15%
17%

18%
22%

18%
16%

25%
29%

23%
28%
29%
39%

36%
37%
42%

50%
59%

Aboriginal Issues

Immigration

National Defence

Innovation

National Security

Job Skills

Children�s Issues

Natural Resources

Education
Health Care

Economy

Environment

Unemployment

Agriculture

Taxation

Fisheries

International

Refugee Policy
48%

52%
54%

60%
62%
62%

64%
65%

71%
75%

77%
77%

82%
83%
84%

87%
90%

93%

% moderately high priority (5,6)
% very high priority (7)

� When Canadians are offered a set of issues and asked to rate their importance, health care 
continues to be the highest-rated priority issue, with 59% of Canadians according that issue a 
very high priority (7 on a scale from 1 to 7) and another 34% giving it moderately high priority
(5 or 6 on a scale from 1 to 7). Education is a close second, with 50% giving it very high 
priority and 40% giving it moderately high priority. Two other quality of life issues, the 
environment and children�s issues, also are found in the top third of the above set of issues.

� Among the economic issues, managing the economy gets very high priority from 42% and 
moderately high priority from 45%. Managing Canada�s natural resources is also in the top 
third, and gets very high priority from 37% and moderately high priority from 47%.  

� A number of issues related to the national or regional economies � unemployment, job skills, 
agriculture, taxation, innovation and fisheries � are found in the middle rung of priorities. 
Unemployment gets a very high priority from 29% and moderately high priority from 48%.

� International and security issues are found in the bottom half, with national security getting very 
high priority from 29% and moderately high priority from 42%. National security is followed by 
national defence and representing Canada internationally, which are in turn followed by 
immigration and refugee policy.  

� Aboriginal issues get very high priority from 13% and moderately high priority from 35%. 
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Priority Rating (Selected Issues): By Province/RegionPriority Rating (Selected Issues): By Province/Region

�Canada is facing a set of difficult challenges. Thinking not just of today but over the next five years, 
what priority should the Government of Canada place on each of the following areas? Please rate your 
response on a 7-point scale where 1 means the lowest priority, 7 means the highest priority and the 
mid-point 4 means middle priority. How about ��

40

47

47
37
35
44
51

41

41
48
45
34

% saying 
moderately high 

priority (5, 6)

5073Education

37115Managing Canada�s 
natural resources

36134Environment
172619Immigration
132823Aboriginal issues
182413Managing the fisheries
23186Agriculture

291711Protecting national 
security

222216National defence
29158Unemployment
4285Managing the economy
5943Health care

% saying very 
high priority (7)

% saying 
moderate priority 

(4)

% saying low 
priority (1, 2, 3)CANADA

% saying high priority (5, 6, 7)
(Moderately high priority [5, 6] plus very high priority [7])

Note: Numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

90

84

83
54
48
62
75
71
62
77
87
93

Can.

90949393899189868891Education

84838886828682808285Managing Canada�s natural 
resources

81828487838680747779Environment
50525051525754485152Immigration
61505354405152514154Aboriginal issues
68758177516358565876Managing the fisheries
70727378707879847672Agriculture
70798080627771697564Protecting national security
64737371486767636959National defence
71848782827670726677Unemployment
81908884878886838486Managing the economy
90949594939490918892Health care

Terr.Atl.NFPEQCONMBSKABBCBy Province/Region
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Priority of Health Care: Priority of Health Care: 
By Province/RegionBy Province/Region

34 34
42 41 38

35 28 31
24 23

36

59 58
46 50 52

59
65 63

71 71

54

5 43 2 3 3 2 3 3 4 3
7766 14 6 3 3 3 3

Can. BC AB SK MB ON QC PE NF Atl. Terr.
% low priority (1, 2, 3)
% moderate priority (4)

% moderately high priority (5, 6)
% very high priority (7)

� The priority of some issues tends to vary by province and region. Health care, however, gets the 
highest priority from every province and region of the country. This issue gets the relatively 
highest priority in Quebec and the Atlantic region, where 65% and 71% give it a very high 
priority (7 on a scale from 1 to 7). 

� Other issues, such as managing the economy and the environment, also get high priority ratings 
all across the country (see preceding page).

� The priority tends to vary more for other issues (see preceding page as well).

� Three in ten Canadians (29%) give unemployment a very high rating (7 on a scale from 1 to 7)
and another 48% give it a moderately high rating (5 or 6 on a scale from 1 to 7). The priority
rating for unemployment tends to be highest in the Atlantic region and Quebec, where 84% and
82% give this issue a high priority. Only 66% give unemployment a high priority in Alberta (see 
preceding page). 

� National defence gets a high priority rating (73%) in the Atlantic region (versus 62% for 
Canada as a whole) and a relatively lower priority rating in Quebec (48%).  

� Agricultural issues get a high priority rating (84%) in Saskatchewan (versus 75% for Canada as 
a whole). 

� Managing the fisheries gets a higher priority rating in the Atlantic region (75%) and British 
Columbia (76%). 
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Performance Rating on 18 Priority IssuesPerformance Rating on 18 Priority Issues

�How would you rate the Government of Canada�s performance in each of the following areas?  Please 
use a 7-point scale where 1 is terrible, 7 is excellent and the midpoint 4 is neither. How about �?�

233637Refugee policy
243735Managing the fisheries
243835Aboriginal issues
262351Health care
273536Immigration
283832Agriculture/farming
283141Taxation
314025Promoting innovation
323333Children�s issues
323037Education

323531Managing Canada�s 
natural resources

333728Improving Canadians� 
job skills

342936National defence
343431Unemployment
353331Environment

403227Protecting national 
security

412831Managing the 
economy

492822Representing Canada 
internationally

% saying good
(5, 6, 7)

% saying neither
(4)

% saying poor
(1, 2, 3)CANADA

Note: Numbers may not add up to 100% due to �Don�t know� responses. 
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Performance Rating on Performance Rating on 
18 Priority Issues 18 Priority Issues 

23%
24%
24%

26%
27%

28%
28%

31%
32%
32%
32%

33%
34%
34%

35%
40%

41%
49%

Refugee Policy

Aboriginal Issues

Immigration

Taxation

Children�s Issues

Natural Resources

National Defence

Environment

Economy

% good (5, 6, 7)

International

National Security

Unemployment

Job Skills

Education

Innovation

Agriculture

Health Care

Fisheries

� Canadians were also asked to evaluate the Government�s handling of these same 18 issues.

� The Government continues to get good ratings for its handling of some international and 
security issues. Half (49%) give the Government a good evaluation for representing Canada 
internationally and 40% give a good evaluation for protecting national security. The 
Government gets less favourable evaluations for immigration (27% good) and refugee policy
(23% good).

� The Government continues to get relatively good evaluations for managing the economy
(41% good) and unemployment (34% good).

� The Government�s evaluations on quality of life issues are somewhat less positive. One in three
(32%) give positive evaluations for both education and children�s issues and 26% say good for 
health care.

� The Government�s ratings on issues facing the primary sector of the economy are less 
favourable as well. Only 28% give a good evaluation for agricultural issues and 24% give a 
good evaluation for managing the fisheries. 
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Performance Rating (Selected Issues): Performance Rating (Selected Issues): 
By Province/RegionBy Province/Region

�How would you rate the Government of Canada�s performance in each of the following areas?  Please 
use a 7-point scale where 1 is terrible, 7 is excellent and the midpoint 4 is neither. How about...?�

373032Education

313532Managing Canada�s 
natural resources

313335Environment
363527Immigration
353824Aboriginal issues
353724Managing the fisheries
323828Agriculture

273240Protecting national 
security

362934National defence
313434Unemployment
312841Managing the economy
512326Health care

% saying poor (1, 2, 3)% saying neither (4)% saying good (5, 6, 7)CANADA

32

32

35
27
24
24
28
40
34
34
41
26

Can.

39364142363137352928Education

34383442363233313022Managing Canada�s natural 
resources

36403941373432343433Environment
26323532322729222017Immigration
40283736282327282022Aboriginal issues
25272237282420151921Managing the fisheries
23343443352721142324Agriculture
43515247424238363333Protecting national security
33434639383332302530National defence
34353940343938303224Unemployment
40434253424642343429Managing the economy
34252736253027242019Health care

Terr.Atl.NFPEQCONMBSKABBCBy Province/Region

% saying good (5, 6, 7)

Note: Numbers may not add up to 100% due to �Don�t know� responses. 
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Performance on Managing the Performance on Managing the 
Economy: By Province/RegionEconomy: By Province/Region

41
29 34 34

42 46 42
53

42 43 40

28

29 25 26
28

28 31

27
32 25 32

31
41 40 39

30 26 27
19 26 31 28

Can. BC AB SK MB ON QC PE NF Atl. Terr.
% good (5, 6, 7) % neither (4) % poor (1, 2, 3)

�How would you rate the Government�s performance in each 
of the following areas? How about managing the economy?�

� The Government�s ratings on managing the economy tend to be relatively good, although lower
in the West (29% good in British Columbia and 34% in both Alberta and Saskatchewan). They
are highest in Ontario (46% good).

� The Government�s ratings on other issues vary by province and region as well (see preceding
page). 

� On health care, good ratings vary from 19% in British Columbia and 20% in Alberta to 30% in 
Ontario and 36% in Prince Edward Island.

� On managing natural resources, good ratings range from 22% in British Columbia to 34% in the 
territories, 36% in Quebec and 38% in the Atlantic region.

� In Saskatchewan and Manitoba, the Government gets good ratings on agricultural issues of 14%
and 21% respectively. In Quebec and Prince Edward Island, good ratings are 35% and 43% 
respectively. 

� On Aboriginal issues, good ratings range from 20% in Alberta and 22% in British Columbia to 
37% in Newfoundland and Labrador and 40% in the territories.
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Mapping Priorities and Mapping Priorities and PerformancePerformance

�Canada is facing a set of difficult challenges.  Thinking not just of today but over the next five years, 
what priority should the Government of Canada place on each of the following areas?  Please rate your 
response on a 7-point scale where 1 means the lowest priority, 7 means the highest priority and the 
mid-point 4 means middle priority. How about ��

�How would you rate the Government of Canada�s performance in each of the following areas?  Please 
use a 7-point scale where 1 is terrible, 7 is excellent and the midpoint 4 is neither. How about...?�

3.74 (24%)4.44 (48%)Aboriginal issues
Overall average mean = 5.33

Mean on a 7-point scale
(1=terrible; 7=excellent;
4=neither good nor bad)

Mean on a 7-point scale
(1=lowest; 7=highest)

3.65 (23%)4.59 (52%)Refugee policy
3.73 (27%)4.69 (54%)Immigration
4.44 (49%)4.91 (60%)Representing Canada internationally
3.90 (34%)4.95 (62%)National defence
3.74 (24%)4.97 (62%)Managing the fisheries
4.04 (31%)5.04 (64%)Promoting innovation
3.65 (28%)5.14 (65%)Taxation
4.20 (40%)5.33 (71%)Protecting national security
3.90 (28%)5.37 (75%)Agriculture/Farming
3.96 (34%)5.46 (77%)Unemployment
4.04 (33%)5.47 (77%)Improving Canadians� job skills
4.00 (35%)5.75 (83%)Environment
3.95 (32%)5.78 (84%)Managing Canada�s natural resources
3.93 (32%)5.79 (82%)Children�s issues
4.06 (41%)5.92 (87%)Managing the economy
3.86 (32%)6.12 (90%)Education
3.47 (26%)6.30 (93%)Health care

PerformancePriority

CANADA

How the Issues Are Mapped
Priority: If an issue�s score is equal to or greater than the overall average mean (5.33), it is placed in the upper 
half of the grid (high priority); if its score is less than the overall average mean (5.33), it is placed in the lower half 
(low priority).

Performance: If an issue�s score is equal to or greater than 4 (the mid-point on the scale), it is placed on the right-
hand side of the grid (good performance); if its score is less than 4 (the mid-point on the scale), it is placed on the 
left-hand side (poor performance). 

Note: Figures in brackets for priority refer to the percentage saying high priority (5, 6, 7 on a 7-point scale).
Note: Figures in brackets for performance refer to the percentage saying good performance (5, 6, 7 on a 7-point scale).
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High Priority/
Poor Performance

High Priority

Poor 
Performance

Low Priority

Job skills
Environment

Managing the economy

National security
Good

Performance

Mapping Priorities andMapping Priorities and
Performance Performance 

Health care

Unemployment

Children�s issues

Education

Agriculture/Farming

Managing natural resources

National defence
Immigration

Aboriginal issues

Taxation
Fisheries

Refugee policy

Innovation

International

Low Priority/
Poor Performance

High Priority/
Good Performance

Low Priority/
Good Performance

� The chart above compares both the priority of the 18 issues, and the evaluation of the 
Government�s performance on them.

� In the upper right box are found the issues that Canadians consider to be both high priority and 
on which the Government is seen to be doing relatively well. These are managing the economy, 
the environment, promoting job skills and protecting national security (for a description of how 
the relative positions of these issues were calculated, see preceding page).

� In the lower right box, innovation and representing Canada internationally get good evaluations 
from the public, although both are accorded somewhat lower levels of priority than some other 
issues.

� In the upper left box are found the issues that Canadians believe to be high priorities and on 
which they believe that the Government of Canada is performing poorly. Health care is the 
highest priority among the 18 issues and receives the lowest performance rating (see preceding 
page). Other issues in this box include education, children�s issues, managing natural resources, 
unemployment, and agriculture and farming. 

� In the lower left are the issues to which Canadians give a relatively lower priority and for which 
they give a less favourable evaluation. These include taxation, fisheries, national defence, 
immigration, refugee policy and Aboriginal issues. 
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Shifting Priorities and Shifting Priorities and PerformancePerformance

�Canada is facing a set of difficult challenges. Thinking not just of today but over the next five years, what 
priority should the Government of Canada place on each of the following areas? Please rate your 
response on a 7-point scale where 1 means the lowest priority, 7 means the highest priority and the mid-
point 4 means middle priority. How about ��

�How would you rate the Government of Canada�s performance in each of the following areas? Please 
use a 7-point scale where 1 is terrible, 7 is excellent and the midpoint 4 is neither. How about ...?�

4.15 (40%)6.00 (87%)3.86 (32%)6.12 (90%)Education

4.10 (39%)5.60 (79%)4.00 (35%)5.75 (83%)Environment

Winter 2002Spring 2002

CANADA

3.74 (24%)

3.93 (32%)

3.47 (26%)

Mean on a 
7-point scale 

(1=terrible 
performance; 
7=excellent 

performance; 
4=neither good nor 
bad performance)

Performance

4.32 (45%)

5.70 (81%)

6.21 (90%)

Mean on a
7-point scale

(1=lowest priority; 
7=highest priority)

Priority

3.87 (29%)4.44 (48%)Aboriginal issues

Mean on a 
7-point scale 

(1=terrible 
performance; 
7=excellent 

performance; 
4=neither good nor 
bad performance)

Mean on a 
7-point scale

(1=lowest priority; 
7=highest priority)

4.14 (38%)5.79 (82%)Children�s issues

3.74 (31%)6.30 (93%)Health care

PerformancePriority

Note: Figures in brackets for priority refer to the percentage saying high priority (5, 6, 7 on a 7-point scale).
Note: Figures in brackets for performance refer to the percentage saying good performance (5, 6, 7 on a 7-point scale).
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Low Priority

Health care

Children�s issues

Aboriginal issues

Environment

Education

Taxation

Shifting Priorities andShifting Priorities and
PerformancePerformance

High Priority/
Poor Performance

High Priority

Poor 
Performance

Good
Performance

Low Priority/
Poor Performance

Low Priority/
Good Performance

High Priority/
Good Performance

Winter 2002          Spring 2002Winter 2002          Spring 2002

� This chart and the preceding page show the changes in priority and performance evaluation on 
five issues since January 2002.

� Since January, the priority of health care, children�s issues, Aboriginal issues, education and the 
environment has increased.  

� Conversely, the evaluation of the Government�s performance on health care, children�s issues, 
Aboriginal issues, education and the environment has declined. 
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Net Performance on Perceptual FactorsNet Performance on Perceptual Factors

�There are a number of different areas that may influence how citizens view the Government�s 
performance. For each of the following how would you rate the performance of the Government of 
Canada? Please use a 7-point scale where 1 is terrible, 7 is excellent, and the mid-point 4 is neither.�

Spring 2002
Government of Canada (net performance rating)
(% saying good performance minus % saying poor performance)

- 36

- 29

- 24

- 23

+ 5

+ 13

+ 18
+ 27

Net
Perf. 

Rating

▼125620Being accountable to citizens 
for public spending

▼195122Managing its operations in a 
cost-effective way

▼134925Listening to ordinary 
Canadians

▼134926Being open and honest

▼173237Leading Canada in a direction I 
agree with

▼152942Having a vision for the future
▼52543Providing high quality service
n/a2148Providing useful information

Change from 
Spring 2000

% saying poor 
performance (1, 2, 3)

% saying good 
performance (5, 6, 7)CANADA

Spring 2000
Government of Canada (net performance rating)
(% saying good performance minus % saying poor performance)

Note: Reduced national sample size, n=4520: question not posed to residents of the territories.
Note: Numbers may not add up to 100% due to �Don�t know� responses.
Note: ▲ means above average in comparison to the national average.
Note: ▼ means below average in comparison to the national average.

Note: Numbers may not add up to 100% due to �Don�t know� responses. 

- 244925Being accountable to citizens for 
public spending

- 104131Managing its operations in a cost-
effective way

- 114130Listening to ordinary Canadians
- 104131Being open and honest

+ 222446Leading Canada in a direction I 
agree with

+ 282250Having a vision for the future
+ 232245Providing high quality service
n/an/an/aProviding useful information

Net Perf.
Rating

% saying poor 
performance (1, 2, 3)

% saying good 
performance (5, 6, 7)CANADA
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Net Performance on Perceptual Net Performance on Perceptual 
FactorsFactors

% saying good performance minus % saying poor performance

Providing high quality service

Managing its operations in a cost-effective way

Listening to ordinary Canadians

Being accountable to citizens for public spending

Leading Canada in a direction I agree with

Having a vision for the future

Being open and honest

Providing useful information + 27

+ 18

+ 13

+ 5

- 23

- 24

- 29

- 36

n/a

- 10

- 11

- 10

+ 23

+ 28

+ 22

- 24

May 2002May 2000

� Perceptual factors refer to a wide range of factors beyond the spectrum of policy issues. They 
include perceptions of:

- the utility of information and quality of service delivery;

- the degree of cost-effective management of government operations;

- the Government�s accountability and transparency;

- whether the Government is listening to the people;   

- whether the Government is leading Canada in a direction people agree with; and

- whether the Government has a vision for the country�s future.  

� Canadians rate the Government of Canada highest on providing useful information and high 
quality service. While they also rate the Government positively on its vision for the future and 
leading Canada in a direction they agree with, evaluations are less favourable than they were 
two years ago. 

� The Government has received and continues to receive more negative than positive evaluations 
for perceptions of listening to Canadians, transparency, managing operations in a cost-effective 
way and being accountable.
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Perceptual Factors: By Province/Region Perceptual Factors: By Province/Region 

�There are a number of different areas that may influence how citizens view the Government�s 
performance. For each of the following how would you rate the performance of the Government of 
Canada? Please use a 7-point scale where 1 is terrible, 7 is excellent, and the mid-point 4 is neither.�

Spring 2002
% saying good performance (5, 6, 7)

Note: ▲ means above average in comparison to the national average.
Note: ▼ means below average in comparison to the national average.
Note: Reduced national sample size, n=4520: question not posed to residents of the territories.

40 
(▲7)

26

28

31

31

49

48

53

56

PE

35 
(▲2)

21

20

22

23

44

52

48

51

NF

37 
(▲4)

22

25

28

28

42

49

51

54

Atl.

34 
(▲1)

20

19

26

26

41

45

46

51

ON

40 
(▲7)

30

36

36

33

38

47

48

51

QC

29 
(▼4)

17

17

20

20

35

40

36

49

MB

16171425Listening to ordinary 
Canadians

18182226Being open and honest

29292837Leading Canada in a 
direction I agree with

32343242Having a vision for the 
future

40413948Providing useful 
information

24 
(▼9)

25 
(▼8)

24 
(▼9)33Average of the above eight 

perceptual factors

13121320Being accountable to 
citizens for public spending

15121322Managing its operations in a 
cost-effective way

32352943Providing high quality 
service

SKABBCCan.By Province/Region
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CostCost--Effective Management: Effective Management: 
By Province/RegionBy Province/Region

22
13 12 15 17 19

36
28

20 25

26

19 20 15
25 26

33

30

27
26

51
67 67 68

57 53

30
41

51 48

Can. BC AB SK MB ON QC PE NF Atl.
% good (5, 6, 7) % neither (4) % poor (1, 2, 3)

� The Government�s ratings on the perceptual factors tend to vary widely by province and region.

� The Government�s rating for managing its operations cost-effectively tends to be low in the 
West, where 13% in British Columbia, 12% in Alberta, 15% in Saskatchewan and 17% in 
Manitoba give a good evaluation. The Government gets a good rating from 36% in Quebec and
28% in Prince Edward Island.

� These trends hold for the other perceptual factors (see preceding page).

� For being accountable to citizens for public spending, the Government gets good ratings of 13% 
in British Columbia, 12% in Alberta and 13% in Saskatchewan, while its good ratings in 
Ontario and Quebec are 20% and 30% respectively.

� On listening to ordinary Canadians, the Government gets good ratings of 14% in British 
Columbia, 17% in Alberta and 16% in Saskatchewan. In Quebec and Prince Edward Island, 
36% and 31% give good ratings.

� On leading Canada in a direction with which the respondents agree, evaluations compared to the 
preceding factors tend both to be more positive and to vary less between the provinces and 
regions. While 28% in British Columbia and 29% in both Saskatchewan and Alberta give the 
Government a good rating in this area, the Government�s ratings are higher in Ontario (41%), 
Newfoundland and Labrador (44%) and Prince Edward Island (49%). 
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Service from the Government: Overall RatingService from the Government: Overall Rating

�In the past three months, approximately how often have you had contact with the Government of 
Canada for information or assistance?�

Canada

Spring 2002
Never 59%

Once 16%  

Twice 10%

Three times 6%

Four times or more 9%

41%

A follow-up question was posed to the 41% (or 1835) who had had at least one contact with the 
Government of Canada in the previous three months.

�And how do you rate the overall quality of the service or information you received?  Please use a 7-point 
scale where 1 means very poor, 7 means very good and 4 means neither good nor poor.�

14% saying poor (1, 2, 3)

18% saying neither good nor bad (4)

67% saying good (5, 6, 7)

Note: Reduced national sample size, n=4520: question not posed to residents of the territories.

Note: Numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
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Service from the Government:Service from the Government:
Overall RatingOverall Rating

59
60

64

67

Spring 1999 Spring 2000 Spring 2001 Spring 2002

% saying overall quality of service or information received good

70%

65%

60%

55%

50%

� In the three months prior to the survey, 41% of Canadians had contacted the Government of 
Canada for information or service (see preceding page).  

� Overall satisfaction with service has risen steadily since spring 1999. In spring 1999, 59% of 
those who had contacted the Government of Canada described the service they received during 
their most recent contact as good. By spring 2002, that proportion had reached 67%.
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Satisfaction with Service from the Government: Satisfaction with Service from the Government: 
By Province/RegionBy Province/Region

�In the past three months, approximately how often have you had contact with the Government of 
Canada for information or assistance?�

% who had had at least one contact

39Atl.
41NF
46PE
32QC
45ON
46MB
45SK
43AB
42BC
41CANADA

A follow-up question was posed to those who had had at least one contact with the Government of 
Canada in the previous three months.

�And how do you rate the overall quality of the service or information you received? Please use a 7-point 
scale where 1 means very poor, 7 means very good and 4 means neither good nor poor.�

Note: Reduced national sample size, n=4520: question not posed to residents of the territories.

Note: Reduced national sample size, n=4520: question not posed to residents of the territories.
Note: Numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

131769Atl.
131769NF
171369PE
91873QC
151768ON
181964MB
202060SK
182161AB
162064BC
141867CANADA

% saying poor (1, 2, 3)% saying neither (4)% saying good (5, 6, 7)By Province/Region
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Satisfaction with Service from the Satisfaction with Service from the 
Government: By Province/RegionGovernment: By Province/Region

67 64 61 60 64 68 73 69 69 69

18 20 21 20 19
17

18
13 17 17

14 16 18 20 18 15 9
17 13 13

Can. BC AB SK MB ON QC PE NF Atl.
% good (5, 6, 7) % neither (4) % poor (1, 2, 3)

� The level of contact with the Government for information or service varies moderately across
Canada, ranging from 32% in Quebec to 45% in both Ontario and Saskatchewan and 46% in 
both Prince Edward Island and Manitoba (see preceding page).  

� Ratings on satisfaction with the most recent contact tend to be very positive all across the 
country. Two out of three (67%) rate the quality of service from their most recent contact with 
the Government as good. The percentage giving a good rating is high everywhere, ranging from
60% in Saskatchewan to 73% in Quebec.   
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1101222011% saying don�t know
69695978545957547564% saying bad shape
30294121453932462435% saying good shape

Atl.NFPEQCONMBSKABBCCANADABy Province/Region

State of Health Care SystemState of Health Care System

�Generally speaking, would you say the health care system is in good or bad shape?�

32291634191928163826% saying very bad shape

1101222011% saying don�t know

40

26

3

NF

374344354039383738% saying somewhat bad 
shape

283720423628412332% saying somewhat good 
shape

241334513% saying very good shape

Atl.PEQCONMBSKABBCCANADABy Province/Region

� The demographic groups that are most likely to say the health care system is in bad shape 
(somewhat or very) are women (69%), persons with incomes of $30K or less (69%) and those
aged 35-54 (69%).

} 64

} 35

Note: Reduced national sample size, n=4520: question not posed to residents of the territories.
Note: Numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
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State of Health Care SystemState of Health Care System

35%35%

64%64%

1%1%

Good shape

Bad shape

Don�t know

�Generally speaking, would you say the 
health care system is in good or bad shape?�

Good ShapeGood Shape
�� Alberta Alberta 46%46%
�� Ontario Ontario 45%45%
�� P.E.I. P.E.I. 41%41%
�� Manitoba Manitoba 39%39%
�� Saskatchewan Saskatchewan 32%32%
�� Atlantic Region Atlantic Region 30%30%
�� Newfoundland Newfoundland 

and Labrador and Labrador 29%29%
�� British Columbia British Columbia 24%24%
�� Quebec Quebec 21%21%

� Health care was again found by the spring 2002 Listening to Canadians survey to be Canadians� 
highest priority. This is the beginning, then, of a special 12-page section on attitudes toward the 
health care system in Canada. 

� About one out of three Canadians, or 35%, believe the health care system is in good shape. 
Residents of Alberta (46%), Ontario (45%) and Prince Edward Island (41%) are most likely to 
believe that the health care system is in good shape. The lowest proportions of those who feel 
the health system is in good shape are found in British Columbia (24%) and Quebec (21%).

� A strong majority of Canadians, 64%, say the health care system is in bad shape. Of this 64%, 
38% believe that the system is in somewhat bad shape and 26% believe it is in very bad shape. 
This belief is most prevalent in Quebec (78%) and British Columbia (75%) and least prevalent 
in Ontario (54%) and Alberta (54%) (see preceding page). 
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Core Position on Health Care DebateCore Position on Health Care Debate

�Which of the following statements most closely represents your own personal opinion?�

1

35

64

NF

363628342428302230

I don�t think we need to 
change the current 
system, we just need 
more money.

122233242Don�t know

636271637369687468

I think it is time that we 
made significant 
changes to improve the 
health care system in 
Canada.

Atl.PEQCONMBSKABBCCANADABy Province/Region
% saying:

Note: Reduced national sample size, n=4520: question not posed to residents of the territories.
Note: Numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
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Core Position on Core Position on 
Health Care DebateHealth Care Debate

68%68%

30%30%

2%2%

System needs change
System needs more money
Don�t know

�Which of the following statements most closely represents your own personal opinion?�

� A strong majority of Canadians, 68%, believe that the health care system needs significant 
changes rather than just increased funding. British Columbians (74%) are more likely than other 
Canadians to believe that the system needs change.

� On the other hand, three in ten Canadians (30%) believe that increased funding will be 
sufficient to improve the health care system. This belief is somewhat more widely held in the 
Atlantic region (36%), notwithstanding the fact that a majority of Atlantic Canadians (63%) also 
believe that the system needs fundamental change.
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Commission on the Future of Health Care in CanadaCommission on the Future of Health Care in Canada

49

50

NF

513874524126445355% saying no
496226485974564745% saying yes

Atl.PEQCONMBSKABBCCANADABy Province/Region

15

2

11

62

11

NF

325415334% saying much worse
191518202113162419% saying don�t know

99141081213811% saying somewhat worse
596655575961595757% saying somewhat better

108710119999% saying much better

Atl.PEQCONMBSKABBCCANADABy Province/Region

�Have you heard about the Commission on the Future of Health Care in Canada headed by former 
Saskatchewan premier Roy Romanow?�

�As you may or may not know, in May 2001, the Government of Canada launched a Commission on the 
Future of Health Care in Canada also known as the Romanow Commission.  The main purpose of the 
Commission was to conduct consultations with ordinary Canadians, provincial and territorial 
governments, and health professionals about the health care system.  Do you think this Romanow
Commission will lead to a better or a worse health care system in Canada?�

} 66

Note: Reduced national sample size, n=4520: question not posed to residents of the territories.
Note: Numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Note: Reduced national sample size, n=4520: question not posed to residents of the territories.
Note: Numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
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Commission on the Future of Commission on the Future of 
Health Care in CanadaHealth Care in Canada

45%45%
55%55%

YesNo

�Have you heard about the Commission on the 
Future of Health Care in Canada headed by former 

Saskatchewan premier Roy Romanow?�

66% believe that 66% believe that 
the Commission the Commission 
will lead to a better will lead to a better 
health care systemhealth care system

� Canadians were asked if they were aware of the Commission on the Future of Health Care in 
Canada. 

� Nearly half (45%) have heard of the Commission. Awareness is highest in Saskatchewan (74%), 
Prince Edward Island (62%), Manitoba (59%) and Alberta (56%), and is lowest in Quebec 
(26%) (see preceding page).

� A strong majority, 66%, believe the Romanow Commission will lead to a better health care 
system in Canada. The view that the Commission will lead to a better health care system is 
widely held across the country, ranging from 62% (7% say much better and 55% say somewhat 
better) in Quebec to 74% in Prince Edward Island (8% say much better and 66% say somewhat 
better). 
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Experience with Health Care SystemExperience with Health Care System

�And how would you rate the overall quality of health care service you received? Please rate your 
response on a 7-point scale where 1 means terrible, and 7 means excellent� (Excludes respondents who had 
never visited a family doctor, been hospitalized or had to go to an emergency room)

16% saying poor (1, 2, 3)

1% saying don�t know

12% saying neither (4)

71% saying good (5, 6, 7)

CANADA

7524% saying neither (4)

7919% saying poor (1, 2, 3)

5940% saying good (5, 6, 7)

Say health care system is in
bad shape

Say health care system is in
good shapeCANADA

� There are no significant regional variations.

� The demographic group most likely to rate the overall quality of health care received as good are 
those aged 55 years and older (81%).

Overall Quality of Health Care Received

Note: Reduced national sample size, n=4520: question not posed to residents of the territories.

Note: Numbers may not add up to 100% due to �Don�t know� responses. 
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5% 4%
7%

12%

21%

25% 25%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Experience with Health Care Experience with Health Care 
SystemSystem

�How would you rate the overall quality of health care service you received?� 

Poor 16%Poor 16%Poor 16%

Good 71%Good 71%Good 71%

ExcellentExcellentTerribleTerrible NeitherNeither

� While 64% of Canadians believe that the health care system is in bad shape, another strong 
majority (71%) report that they got good service on their last visit to either their family 
physician or the hospital. Only 16% rate their experience with the system as being poor. 

� Eight out of ten Canadians aged 55 and over (81%) rate the quality of health care received on 
their most recent contact as good (see preceding page).

� Those Canadians who received good service at their most recent contact are more likely to 
believe that the health care system is in good shape (see preceding page).  
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Credibility of Governments on Health CareCredibility of Governments on Health Care

2

20

53

24

NF

181322201819152120Neither

434625465Don�t know

485549456059543747Provincial government

302925301917283528Government of Canada

Atl.PEQCONMBSKABBCCANADABy Province/Region
% saying:

�Who do you think is most credible when they talk about the health care system: the Government of 
Canada or your provincial government?�

Note: Reduced national sample size, n=4520: question not posed to residents of the territories.
Note: Numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
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Credibility of Governments on Credibility of Governments on 
Health CareHealth Care

28%

47%

20%

5%

GoC Provincial Neither Don�t know

�Who do you think is most credible when they talk about the health care system: 
the Government of Canada or your provincial government?�

� Forty-seven percent of Canadians think their provincial government is more credible than the 
Government of Canada on the subject of the health care system. Residents of Manitoba (60%), 
Saskatchewan (59%), Prince Edward Island (55%) and Alberta (54%) are most likely to hold 
this view.

� Three in ten Canadians (28%) think the Government of Canada is more credible. Residents of 
British Columbia (35%) and Ontario (30%) are slightly more likely than other Canadians to 
believe the Government of Canada is the more credible source of information on the health care 
system.
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Perceptions of Responsibility Perceptions of Responsibility 
for the State of the Health Care Systemfor the State of the Health Care System

3338333234Both federal and provincial 
governments

2344334344Health professionals (doctors, 
nurses, etc.)

471012788878Other

10106912111210910Don�t know

5656443245Government in general

71196679766General public/average 
Canadians

1181625282018324028Provincial government
56534730374442342835Government of Canada

NFPEAtl.QCONMBSKABBCCANADABy Province/Region
% saying:

�Who do you think is most responsible for the current state of the health care system?�

� Those most likely to say the Government of Canada is most responsible for the current state of the health care 
system are: 

- residents of Newfoundland and Labrador (56%), the Atlantic region (47%), Manitoba (44%) and 
Saskatchewan (42%)

- persons 55 years of age and older (40%).

Note: Reduced national sample size, n=4520: question not posed to residents of the territories.
Note: Numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Total Canada

15
7

4

3

4

9

27
31 (or 11% of total population)

Those saying health care 
system is in good shape 
(n=1511 or 35% of total 

population)

8
8

3

5

5

5

29
37 (or 24% of total population)

Those saying health care 
system is in bad shape 
(n=2959 or 64% of total 

population)

10
8

4

4

5

6

28
35

Total Canada
(n=4520)

Don�t know
Other

Health professionals 
(doctors, nurses, etc.)

Both federal and 
provincial governments

Government in general

General public/average 
Canadians

Provincial government
Government of Canada

CANADA
% saying:
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Perceptions of Responsibility Perceptions of Responsibility 
for the State of the Health Care for the State of the Health Care 
SystemSystem

�Who do you think is most responsible for the current state of the health care system?�

8%

8%

3%

5%

5%

5%

29%

37%

Don't know

Other

Health Professionals

Both GoC and Prov. Gov�t.

Government (general)

General Public

Provincial Government

Government of Canada

Among Canadians who Among Canadians who 
say health care system is say health care system is 

in �good shape�in �good shape�

Among Canadians who Among Canadians who 
say health care system is say health care system is 

in �bad shape�in �bad shape�

15%

7%

4%

3%

4%

9%

27%

31%

Don't know

Other

Health Professionals

Both GoC and Prov. Gov�t.

Government (general)

General Public

Provincial Government

Government of Canada

� Beliefs as to which level of government or institution in our society is responsible for the 
current state of the health care system are very diffuse.

� Among Canadians who believe that the system is in good shape, the Government of Canada 
(31%) and provincial governments (27%) are most likely to be considered responsible. Another
9% attribute responsibility for the system being in good shape to the actions of the general
public, and 15% say they don�t know.

� Among the Canadians who believe that the system is in bad shape, the Government of Canada 
(37%) is most likely to be considered responsible for this, followed by provincial governments
(29%). 
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Avenues for Improvement in Overall PerformanceAvenues for Improvement in Overall Performance

�What could the Government of Canada do to improve its performance?�

19
1
1
1
1
3
4
8

Economic Issues
Reduce taxes
Create jobs
Help business/industry
Reduce debt
Provide more funding for provinces
Support Canadian dollar
Economy (general)
Total

19Total

1Improve foreign affairs policy/international relationships
1Be more independent from U.S.
1Address crime and justice
1Pay more attention to provincial/municipal needs
1Pay more attention to regions
13Miscellaneous

1Improve defence

14Don�t know

Other

19Total
1Protect the environment
3Improve educational system
4Provide more funding for social programs
11Improve health care system

Social Issues
29Total
1Improve service
1Have a vision for the future
3Lead Canada in the right direction
4Be more accountable
5Be more open/honest
6Improve cost-effectiveness/fiscal responsibility
9Listen to Canadians

Perceptual Factors

CANADA (%)
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Avenues for Improvement in Avenues for Improvement in 
Overall PerformanceOverall Performance

�What could the Government of Canada do to improve
its performance?� (open-ended question)

19%
29%

19%

14%

19%

Don't know
Other

Social issues
Economic issues

Perceptual factors

� The survey asked Canadians what the Government could do to improve its performance.
Responses varied very widely (see preceding page). 

� Three in ten Canadians (29%) mention improvements related to one of several perceptual 
factors; that is, those issues that may affect how Canadians perceive the Government but that lie 
outside the spectrum of strictly policy-related issues. Canadians mention a number of possible 
improvements, including listening more to Canadians, providing a higher level of transparency 
in its activities, managing operations more cost-effectively and providing greater accountability 
in its programs, services and operations. 

� Improvements in the handling of economic issues are mentioned by 19%, the most significant 
being reducing taxes (8%) and creating jobs (4%). 

� Social issues (19%) also figure prominently among Canadians� desires for improvement: 
11% mention an improved health care system and 4% mention more funding for social 
programs. 

� Other areas where Canadians believe that the Government could make improvements (19%) 
include defence policy, foreign policy, more independence vis-à-vis the U.S., crime and justice, 
and more attention to the regions and to provincial and municipal governments. 
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ConclusionsConclusions

The major findings of the spring 2002 Listening to Canadians survey are the following:

� Health care remains Canadians� top priority. A majority of Canadians believe that the health 
care system is in bad shape, even though their own personal experience with the system tends to 
be positive. And since they tend to divide their perception of who is responsible for the state of 
the system between the federal and provincial levels of government and other institutions, the 
Government of Canada gets relatively poor ratings from the public for its handling of the health
care issue. On the other hand, a majority of Canadians believe that significant changes would be 
more effective in improving the health care system than simply increasing funding. A majority 
of Canadians also expect that the recommendations from the Commission on the Future of 
Health Care in Canada will result in an improved system. 

� Optimism in the economy is rebounding in the wake of the slowdown of 2001 and the events of 
September 11. But even though economic optimism has increased while the unemployment rate 
has declined, the evaluation of the Government of Canada�s performance on managing the 
economy and unemployment has remained almost stationary.

� Perceptual factors are those perceptions and beliefs outside the sphere of strictly policy-related
issues. They include the perceptions of the performance of the Government of Canada in 
providing high quality service and useful information, managing its operations in a cost-
effective way, being accountable, listening to ordinary Canadians, being transparent in its 
activities, leading the country in the right direction and whether it has a vision for the future.
The evaluation of the Government in these areas tends to vary widely. 
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Conclusions (Conclusions (cont�dcont�d))

PerceptualPerceptual
FactorsFactors

Social IssuesSocial Issues

Economic Economic 
Issues Issues 

OthersOthers

Listening Listening 
CostCost--effectiveeffective
ManagementManagement

TransparencyTransparency
AccountabilityAccountability

Health CareHealth Care

TaxesTaxes
UnemploymentUnemployment

� This survey also found shared views and some wide differences between the provinces and 
regions in their responses to the survey. The Government�s overall evaluation is lowest in the 
three western-most provinces and somewhat higher in Central and Eastern Canada. While 
Canadians are united in their concern for the health care system, the economy and the 
environment, priorities tend to vary more between the regions on issues such as unemployment, 
fisheries and agriculture. Likewise, the evaluation of the Government�s performance on some
issues, such as agriculture, tends to vary more between the regions. Ratings on others, such as 
economic management, tend to vary less. The Government�s ratings on most issues also tend to 
be lower in British Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan. The evaluation of the Government�s 
performance also tends to vary more for the reputation factors, especially for perceptions of 
cost-effective management. Service experience, on the other hand, tends to vary little, with 
Canadians from all regions giving the Government very favourable ratings.  

� Finally, the survey found that Canadians believe the Government could make improvements in 
a wide range of factors that influence the perception of government: perceptions of cost-
effective management, accountability, listening to Canadians and greater transparency of 
government activities. They also believe that the Government could make improvements in 
areas that affect quality of life, particularly the health care system. Possible improvements 
mentioned most often in the economic arena include reducing taxes and creating jobs. A 
number of other improvements are also suggested in the areas of international relations, 
defence, justice and other issues.
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Total Interviews by Ipsos-Reid and GPC Research

+/- 1.4%54225422100Total

596+/- 3.2%10034077.5Atl.

308+/- 5.0%400921.7NF

380+/- 5.0%402220.4PE

+/- 10.0%1011633.0NS

+/- 10.0%1001302.4NB

+/- 3.3%902129623.9QC

+/- 3.2%1005207138.2ON

204+/- 5.0%4042003.7MB

222+/- 5.0%4011793.3SK
+/- 5.0%4045379.9AB

+/- 5.0%40171513.2BC

886+/- 3.3%902160.3TERRITORIES

Over-
sampling 

(number of 
persons)

Maximum 
margin of 

error

Number of 
interviews 
conducted

Proportion of 
sample in relation 
to proportion of 

Canada�s 
population

Actual 
percentage 
of Canada�s 
population

� Total sample: 5422 adults aged 18 and over, which includes a special oversampling of 902 residents of the 
territories conducted in collaboration with Indian and Northern Affairs Canada.

- Margin of error for Canada: +/- 1.4%.

� Sample for the ten provinces: 4520 adults aged 18 and over.

- Margin of error for the ten provinces: +/- 1.5%.

� Regular oversampling conducted in Saskatchewan and Manitoba.

� Atlantic region rotational oversampling conducted in Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland and Labrador. 
In winter 2002, Atlantic region rotational oversampling was conducted in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

� Interviewing conducted by telephone by the firms Ipsos-Reid and GPC Research between April 25 and                 
May 13, 2002.

� Focus groups were held May 7-10 in Toronto, Montréal, Regina and Halifax. In each of Regina and Halifax, 
one focus group comprised rural residents drawn from areas surrounding these cities.

The SurveyThe Survey ((SpringSpring 2002)2002)

Note: Numbers may not add up due to rounding.
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